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INTRODUCTION
The rapid rise and spread in the human population has meant the gradual elimination of many large
mammals from their historical range in the past, the principal reason being loss of habitat.. Wildlife
habitat deteriorated so rapidly in the last few decades that Nepal witnessed a colossal loss in it s
wildlife especially large mammals such as rhinos, elephants, tigers, gangetic dolphin and snow
leopards . The conversion of forests for agriculture, hydroelectric projects, and encroachment fro m
human-related developments have constricted and fragmented wildlife habitat, and threatened the life -
support systems of many species .
This paper is a synthesis of existing information on Nepal's one-homed rhino (Rhinoceros unicomis)
to identify issues connected with their distribution, population dynamics, critical habitats, and threats .
Such synthesis provides perspicacity to conserve rhinos through action plan .
The rhinos are of special conservation interest because of their role in the maintenance of Tera i
biodiversity as their phylogeny, ecology, and nutritional energetics have evolved around the grasslan d
ecosystem . The one-homed rhinoceros is the second largest of the five extant species which was onc e
widespread on the Indian sub-continent . As a result of habitat destruction and hunting for the muc h
valued horn, there are fewer than 2000 individuals, restricted almost entirely to eight small protecte d
areas in Assam and West Bengal of India, southern Nepal, and Bhutan . Nepal has by far the second-
largest remaining population of the one-homed rhino .
The massive reduction of the rhino has been primarily due to the disappearance of most of the alluvia l
plain grasslands as they were also the most suitable for rice cultivation . By the 1970s, rhinos were
confined to the Royal Chitwan National Park only and later they were reintroduced in the Royal Bardi a
National Park . Catastrophes such as an epidemic disease, severe flooding or a breakdown i n
protection measures could drastically deplete the total rhino population as only two protected area s
contain rhinos . Furthermore, these small patches of alluvial plains in these protected areas face a
danger that could change the course of vegetational succession to a climax condition unsuitable fo r
successional species like the rhino . Therefore, the long-term future of the rhino in Nepal lies withi n
protected areas but these protected areas are increasingly interrupted by human activities and
development programs .
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STATUS OF RHINO POPULATION IN CHITWA N
The Chitwan rhino population declined from an estimated 1000 animals in 1950 to 60-80 animals b y
1962 when land clearing was followed by malaria eradication and heavy poaching . Strict protectio n
reversed this decline . Investigations revealed that the population had increased to 270-310 individual s
by 1975 with 73 (32 .3%) adult females, 45 (19.9%) adult males, 48 (21 .2%) Sub-adults and 60 (26 .6%)
calves . After 25 years of protection, the Royal Chitwan National Park now supports a viable populatio n
of 500-600 rhinos at a growth rate of 3 .7%. The increase in rhino number since the late 1960s
demonstrates that populations can rebound vigorously when provided with sufficient habitat an d
protection .
Chitwan rhinos provide an example of a population that almost went extinct while still carrying hig h
genetic diversity . Eric Dinerstein and Gary McCracken suggest that the high heterozygosity is a
consequence of the large population size prior to 1950 and long generation time on average . The
genetic bottleneck occurred only recently . The present rhinos have retained 90% of the heterozygosity
of the original population going back to 1400 A .D. Given the accelerating rate of extinction, threatene d
species like R. unicomis, which were, until recently, common and widespread, may yet retain a
substantial proportion of their original heterozygosity.
Studies in the past have suggested that the Chitwan rhino population will continue to grow to a siz e
exceeding 500 rhinos . Several large tracts of grasslands, suitable to maintain high densities of rhinos,
are currently underutilized which could have been the result of harassment by cattle herders occupyin g
these areas . The northeast population in Chitwan is indicative of a large herbivore population still in
the expansion phase as the population has increased by 86 animals (48 .9%) between 1975 -1988 with
an average annual rate of increase of 3.76%/year. In contrast, the West population has increased b y
only 22% since 1975 for a mean annual rate of increase of 1 .7%lyear. In the eastern part of the park,
poaching may have artificially reduced rhino densities. However, some of these grasslands are
bordered by sal forest, a habitat offering little forage for rhinos and other large ungulates . It is doubtfu l
if these areas will support increased numbers of dispersing subadults and non-breeding adults .

HABITAT STATUS
Increased numbers of rhinos are apparent within blocks of the suitable rhino habitats in Chitwan. rhinos
occur in highest densities along the flood plain grasslands and riverine forests bordering the Rapti ,
Narayani, Reu, Dhungre and Ichami Rivers, suggesting riverine grasslands as the single most critica l
habitat dominated by 4-6 m. tall Saccharum spontaneum. These grasslands are interspersed with
patches of riverine forests which together account for only 30% of the Park's 932 k m2. In contrast, the
vast sal forests (Shorea robusta), all evergreen association on well-drained slopes, covering 70% o f
the Park, are rarely used . rhino densities were positively correlated with the percent of the bloc k
covered by Saccharum spontaneum grassland, along stream banks . Saccharum is fundamental as it
exceeds 50% of the rhino diet each month . Saccharum spontaneum is unique among the common tal l
perennial grasses because plants sprout new shoots soon after cutting, grazing, or inundation by
floods whereas others do not sprout again after these manipulations . Such dominance depends o n
annual habitat disturbance by monsoon floods . Monsoon floods deposit silt on the S . spontaneum

grasslands bordering major rivers and, after receding, create favorable germination sites for seeds o f
this tall grass. Floods have probably been a frequent phenomenon in this ecosystem because of th e
steep mountain chain to the North and heavy precipitation concentrated in a 4-month wet season .
Large herbivores which feed heavily in these dense near-monotypic stands would be expected to reach
high local densities .
Avoidance of heat stress, nutritional requirements, and predator densities constrain habitat selectio n
in large ungulates . rhinos average 8 hour/day in wallows or streams during August and September ,
the period of peak daily relative humidity . Wallowing occurs for at least 1 hour/day in every mont h
except December and January. Thus, open water is crucial for rhinos most of the year .
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Agriculture in former rhino habitat has resulted in serious crop depredation . However, past studie s
suggest that high densities were not related to the proximity of agriculture fields as densities i n
grasslands away from croplands exceeded or equaled to those densities in blocks bordered by
croplands. However, densities in the eastern block, where rhino habitats are comparatively small ,
fluctuated seasonally with the ripening of rice, corn, wheat, and lentils grown in the adjacent fields .

REINTRODUCTION
Between 1986 - 1991, 38 rhinos were translocated from Chitwan to the Royal Bardia National Park .
Although the majority of them have contained their movements within the park, 2 animals move
frequently in and out of the park . Of this introduced population, 3 have been killed by the poachers .
It is yet to be seen how their population will react and adapt to the new environment and with the othe r
ungulates and human settlements .
In 1984, the Indian Government translocated 5 rhinos from Pobitora Sanctuary, Assam, to Dudwa
National Park, Uttar Pradesh . In addition, Nepal provided 4 rhinos from Chitwan. Both these operations
had four casualties, resulting in 2 deaths in each operation .

RHINO POACHING
Since the establishment of the Royal Chitwan National Park, a total of 109 rhinos died, 80% of which
were from natural death and 20% from poaching in a span of 18 years (1973 - 1991) . A spurt in
poaching was noticed in 1992 when 9 rhinos were poached and 3 rhinos died of natural death . The
recent surge in the smuggling of rhino horns out of the country into the Southeast Asian markets, ha s
activated rhino poaching in Nepal's protected areas .
The Department of National Parks and Wildlife Conservation realizes that laws and enforcement alone
are not sufficient to curb the poaching of protected wild species and the cooperation of the people wh o
live closest to them may provide a strong likelihood to counter the wildlife trade in and outside th e
protected areas . The Department has made efforts to control poaching by forming anti-poaching unit s
with village-level informants. In January 1993, eleven persons were arrested with evidence suggestin g
the strategy works . However, these units are poorly equipped - no vehicles, no communicatio n
equipments and no firearms . The Park awards village informants up to the amount of Rs .50,000 .
Penalties for poaching rhinos are 5 - 15 year imprisonment with a fine of Rs . 50,000 -100,000.
The Department also will seek to impose stringent trade restrictions and surveillance at the majo r
custom posts in Nepal . Furthermore, the Department will make a formal effort to go beyond the real m
of political frontiers and will consolidate with Indian counterparts to ensure survival of the threatene d
wildlife species. It has also realized that only cohesive steps at multi-national level will effectivel y
address such illicit international markets which are far-reaching, wide flung, and rival those of illega l
drugs and arms .

RHINO ACTION PLAN
The strategies of rhino conservation in Nepal is to ensure long-term viability of the one-homed rhin o
throughout its range, while minimizing conflict with people . Such objectives have to be achieved whil e
continued increase in human population, economic influence of development on natural areas, and th e
need for land for agriculture and settlement .
It will not be possible to save Nepal's every rhino in terms of physical protection, but losses can be
kept to a minimum if economic development plans take into account the needs of threatened wildlif e
species, and planning for conservation takes into consideration the needs of local people .
Conservation of the rhino depends on the political will and concerted action of the government and
people . Without political will and commitment, application of the conservation recommendations
outlined here will be difficult although they are based on sound ecological, economic, and cultura l
arguments .
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1. Rivers and Flood Plain Grassland s
Viewed on a regional scale, rhinos probably spread along the flood plains at the base of the world's
highest mountain range because of the presence of the highly productive but low diversity grassland
community that flanked South Asia's major river systems. It is unclear to what extent recent
deforestation in the Himalayas has intensified floods . However, the flood levels and extent of erosio n
in the plains increase every year. Aerial photographs from 1968 offer little resemblance to the current
distribution of river courses, channels and grasslands along the Narayani River. Changes in the
courses of these rivers could destroy the rhinos' habitats, and the human population pressure on th e
surrounding land is such that alternative refuges are scarce .
The future of the rhino population is in conflict due to other external factors which continue to
deteriorate the environment outside the park, in particular, the water development in the Rapti Rive r
which will reduce water base flows and impact base flow variations . Such development is considered
to be detrimental to the sensitive flood plain grasslands of the Park . Intensified economic activity in the
immediate park vicinity may add to the problem through increased groundwater and river flo w
abstraction for irrigation . Increased water demands for domestic use and small-scale industries are
foreseen . Thus, the cost of maintaining floodplain grasslands in the Park area under protection wil l
increase. However, based on floodplain dynamics, indicator communities or key phenomena includin g
landscape pattern that will reflect broader ecological trends of the flood plain grasslands, need to b e
monitored with a focus to those sensitive to water quality and quantity .

2. National and International Corridors
As it is not realistic now to establish new, sufficiently large protected areas, exploration to determin e
existing habitat corridors should be investigated between protected areas. Existing habitat corridors
may facilitate range extension and migration later between protected areas . Land use planning shoul d
recognize such vital corridors and routes, and protect them from incompatible forms of development
and settlement. Maintenance of critical habitats in such areas, will minimize conflicts between rhinos
and people .
International cooperation is required where corridors and routes cross frontiers . It is particular tha t
such areas are not disrupted, or very serious conflicts between rhinos and people may result . The
frequent movements of rhinos from Nepal (Royal Bardia National Park) into India and rhinos from Indi a
(Dudwa National Park) into Nepal, corroborates such conservation action .
Nepal should explore potentials for introducing rhinos in existing protected areas to re-establish thei r
historical range . Such areas need to be of sufficient size and ecological diversity to accommodat e
potentially growing populations of one-homed rhinos because maintaining a Minimum Viable Populatio n
does not necessarily mean surety from natural hazards and stochastic events . Thus, the objective
should be to maintain several rhino populations within protected areas, wherever possible .

3. Mitigating People-Rhino Conflicts
Ideally, protected areas should provide for rhino needs so that the stimulus to move elsewhere i s
minimized . However, in present conditions, conservation initiatives for rhinos are in conflict with huma n
interests. Depredation of crops costs hundreds of thousands of Nepalese rupees . The rhino will only
be accepted by local people when its impact on human interests can be minimized or the damages are
compensated by some social advancements . Limited compensation and insurance for crop damag e
may be organized but compensation has created numerous problems to conservation . Therefore, i t
is not a permanent solution .
Rhino movement can be controlled by the use of barriers of various kinds to exdude them from area s
used by people or to keep them in reserves. Natural barriers are to be preferred, such as belts aroun d
cultivated fields having laterally-furrowed trenches . Alternatively, a potential exists to distract them by
not growing crops which would not attract rhinos . A man-made belt of land unfavorable to rhinos may
help to minimize conflict with people . Such barriers like trenches, high voltage electric fence, and
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steep-sided canals which rhinos cannot enter, are effective . Thus, establishing and maintenance of
man-made barriers to protect people and their crops should be supported in the form of socia l
compensation .
Rhinos cause substantial damage to agricultural crops particularly if the cropland is adjacent or nea r
grasslands or a riverine forests . Even those crops which are not used by the rhinos are often destroyed
by trampling during the rhino journey . The conservation of rhino would require not only protection o f
its habitat but also in fostering positive attitude, particularly among local people, who reside next to th e
habitat of the rhinos . Attainment of such is achieved through institutional disposition .

4. Control of Poaching
Poaching for rhino horns is a primary threat to rhinos, and thereby to the population . Adequate staff,
funds, and equipment should be allocated to anti-poaching units . The Department envisions a long -
term and extensive approach by emphasizing local involvement and cooperation to reduce the supply
activities of the trade . This approach may even utilize the knowledge of poachers by providing local
employment to them to counter the offense quickly . The Department strategy will involve :

1) Strengthening of the present system of anti-poaching unit ,
2) Establishment of network communication between local communities and the park

management ,
3) Establishment of Awards and Incentives for local communities and park staff who wil l

contribute to the campaign to save the wildlife ,
4) Education, Awareness and communication, and
5) Workshops and training for the both government and non-government agencies connecte d

with regulating the wildlife trade in Nepal .

5. Trained Manpower
It might appear that the number of protected areas taken in conjunction with rhino conservation has
ensured the survival of substantial rhino numbers . However, the protection and management of thes e
areas depends very much on the availability of trained personnel and adequate financial resources ,
both of which are less than insufficient. As a result, there is a wide discrepancy in the degree o f
protection .

RECOMMENDED ACTIONS

1. The integrity of present reserves containing one-homed rhinos should be maintained and thei r
areas extended where possible to cover seasonal movements. This will require a network of well
managed flood plain grasslands and carefully designed multi-use zones, aimed at meeting the
needs of local people without jeopardizing wildlife resources .

2. The ecological relationship between river flow, groundwater level and grassland maintenance with
a specific focus that will increase landscape diversity and grassland biomass production, shal l
be determined with development of a detailed long-term program to monitor the ecological syste m
of the Park . The grassland areas bordering the Rapti River and the water required to maintain it s
diversity, are vital for rhino conservation . This plan should also identify the pesticides used in th e
area and elaborate on their potential toxicity .

Resources should be provided to strengthen anti-poaching measures. This is specially important
as slaughter of rhinos will damage the genetic composition of the rhino population .

(- -
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4. Core rhino habitats should be given both legal and long-term physical protection . Enlargement
of existing protected, and the creation of buffer zones should be employed where possible .

5. Eco-development projects to meet the needs of the human population around key rhino areas are
highly desirable to relieve the pressure on forests . Emphasis in project design should be placed
on passive rhino management features. These can include minor modification in infrastructure ,
either to facilitate or block rhino movements, and the creation of buffer zones to separat e
production areas and pastures refuges .

6. It is highly desirable that both India and Nepal cooperate in protecting and managing rhinos tha t
move across their common frontier . Establishment of a link will not only safeguard transient rhino s
but also has a potential to monitor poaching activities .

7. A long term monitoring program to assess numbers, population trends, ecological requirements ,
movements, and people/rhino conflicts should be put into effect to provide a scientific basis fo r
all management decisions . Additionally, surveys should be made on a regular basis to evaluate
the nature and extent of habitat encroachment and poaching in the protected areas . The resul t
should be the basis for recommendations for improving the management of these reserves an d
the rhinos in them .
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION AND FUNDING APPLICATIO N

FOR PRIORITY CONSERVATION PROGRAM

PROJECT TITLE : Environmental Monitoring of Riverine Grasslands and Flood Plain Dynamics fo r
Rhino Conservation in the Royal Chitwan National Park and Royal Bardi a
National Park .

PROPOSER :
Title :

	

Director General
Name :

	

Dr . T. M. Maskey
Postal Address: Dept . of National Parks & Wildlife Conservation, P. 0 . Box 860, Babar Mahal ,

Kathmandu, Nepal
Tel No. Code: 220912,227926
Fax No . Code: 977-1-22767 5
Organization: Department of National Parks and Wildlife Conservation (DNPWC )

DATE OF PROPOSAL :

	

June 1998
PROJECT DURATION:

	

Proposed commencement immediately .
Proposed completion after 5 years of commencemen t

FUNDS REQUIRED:

	

Year 1 : US$ 150,420

	

Year 2 US$ 26,220

	

Year 3 : US$ 35,420

	

Year 4 US$ 17,020
Year 5 : US$ 28,520
Total : US$ 257,600 over 5 years

PROJECT DESCRIPTION :

Objectives: To maintain and monitor critical rhino habitats in the Royal Chitwan National Park and
Royal Bardia National Park .

r
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Project Title:

	

Environmental monitoring of Riverine Grasslands and flood plain dynamics for rhin o
conservation in the Royal Chitwan National Park and Royal Bardia National Park .

Database Project No :

	

Date last update :

Region : Central-South & West

	

Country : NEPAL
Summary Information

Project Status: Concept

Project Objective :

	

To maintain and monitor critical rhino habitats in the Royal Chitwan Nationa l
Park and Royal Bardia National Park.

Project Activities :

	

1 . Core rhino habitat maintenance .
Funding Start Date :

	

End Date:
Directly affected :

	

over 400 rhinos in both Chitwan & Bardia .
Budget Information :
Total Budget : US $ 257,600 (Exchange Rate Used : Rs 80.00)
Budget Breakdown
Yr. 1 $ 150,420

	

Yr. 2 $ 26,220

	

Yr. 3: $ 35,420
Yr . 4 $ 17,020

	

Yr. 5 $ 28,520
Costs :
Staff Costs: $ 117,000

	

Recurrent Costs : $ 33,580
Equipment : $ 85,000 Miscellaneous : $ 22,000

Fund Raising Information :

Funds needed : $ 257,600
Funds needed for current year: $ 150,420
Origin of funds:
Organization :
Amount:

Organizations and People Involved with the Project

Govt/Local agency Address : P.O. Box 860
executing project :

	

DNPWC, Kathmandu, Nepa l
Project Executants : Royal Chitwan National Park & Royal Bardia National Park
Collaborating Bodies :

Background : Since rhino core habitats are being encroached rapidly with human populatio n
expansion, a more serious threat has been anticipated through river water develop-
ment such as large scale irrigation where donor agencies are involved . If Nepal' s
rhino are to be preserved over a tong time, critical rhino habitats must be ensured b y
understanding the involved complexities of the ecosystems . Furthermore, there is a n
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urgent need to know to what extent the development of river waters outside the
protected areas impact the dynamics of the floodplain and grasslands on which th e
rhino subsists.

Activities: The project will study intensively, as well as extensively, the flood-plain dynamics and
monitor riverine grasslands over a period of five years. This strategies will help the
park authority to know what are critical environmental parameters that contributes to
rhino conservation . Activities will involve international and national experts, and both
government and private organizations . This, eventually, will build capabilities withi n
the Department of National Parks and Wildlife Conservation to address environmenta l
and conservation issues on scientific merit .

Output:

	

Long-term conservation of viable rhino populations in Nepal's protected areas.

BUDGET SUMMARY SHEET

Item Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5

US$ US$ US$ US$ US $

Staff

Int. Riverine Grassland Ecologist (1) 8,000 - 8,000 - 8,000

Int. GIS Remote Sensing Forestry
Specialist (1)

8,000 8,000 8,000 - -

Local Biologist (2) 6,000 6,000 6,000 6,000 6,000

Local Hydrologist(l) 3,000 3,000 3,000 3,000 3,000

Survey assistance (4) 4,800 4,800 4,800 4,800 4,800

Equipment

Vehicles 25,000 - - - -

Motorcycle (2) 6,000 - - -

Water monitoring Equipment 10,000 - - - -

GIS/Remote System 40,000 - - - -

Laptop Computer & Printer 4,000 - - - -

Office space equipment 15,000 - - - -

Printing/Publishing 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 3,000

Contingencies 15% 19,620 3,420 4,620 2,220 3,720

TOTAL 150,420 26,220 35,420 17,020 28,520

r
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION AND FUNDING APPLICATIO N

FOR PRIORITY CONSERVATION PROGRAM

PROJECT TITLE : Royal Chitwan & Royal Bardia National Park s
Anti-poaching Units

PROPOSER :
Title :

	

Director Genera l
Name :

	

Dr T. M. Maskey
Postal Address: Dept. of National Parks & Wildlife Conservation P. O. Box 860, Babar Mahal ,

Kathmandu, Nepal
Tel No. Code 220912, 227926,

	

Fax No. Code 977-1-227675
Organization : Department of National Parks and Wildlife Conservation (DNPWC)

DATE OF PROPOSAL :

	

June 1998
PROJECT DURATION :

	

Proposed commencement Immediatel y
Proposed completion : after 5 years of commencement

FUNDS REQUIRED :
Year 1 : US$ 58,300 Year 2 US$ 33,300
Year 3: US$ 30,600 Year 4 US$ 31,200
Year 5 : US$ 36,200 Total: US$ 189,600
PROJECT DESCRIPTION :
Objectives :

	

To combat increasing rhino poaching in national parks effectively .
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Project Title :

	

Royal Chitwan & Royal Bardia National Parks Anti-Poaching Uni t

Database Project No:

	

Date last update:

Region : Central-South & West

	

Country : NEPAL
Summary Information

Project Status:

	

Concept
Project Objective :

	

To combat increasing rhino poaching effectively .

Project Activities : 1 . Security

Funding Start Date : End Date:
Directly affected :

	

400 rhinos in Chitwan & Bardia
Approx Numbers :

	

440

Budget Information
Total Budget: US $ 189,600 Exchange Rate Used : Rs 50 .00
Budget Breakdown
Yr. 1

	

$ 58,000 Yr. 2 $ 33,300

	

Yr. 3 : $ 30,600
Yr . 4

	

$ 31,200 Yr. 5 $ 36,200

Costs :
Staff Costs : $ 121,800

	

Recurrent Costs :

	

$ 7,700
Equipment: $ 54,200

	

Miscellaneous :

	

$ 5,900

Fund Raising Information :
Funds needed: $ 189,600
Funds needed for current year. $ 58,000
Origin of funds : Organization :

	

Amount :
Organization through which funds are being channeled : WWF or KMTNC

Organizations and People Involved with the Project

Govt/Local agency executing project :

	

DNPWC
Address :

	

P .O. Box 860, Kathmandu, Nepa l

Project Executants : Royal Chitwan National Park & Royal Bardia National Park

Collaborating Bodies :

Background :
Since the establishment of the Royal Chitwan National Park, a total of 109 rhinos died, 20% of
which were from poaching in a span of 18 years (1973-1991) . A spurt in poaching was noticed

r
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in 1992 when 9 rhinos were poached . The recent surge in the smuggling of rhino horns Out o f
the country into the South-East Asian markets, has activated rhino poaching in Nepal's protecte d
areas.
Poaching for rhino horns is primarily a threat to rhinos, and thereby to the population . Adequate
staff, funds, and equipments should be allocated to anti-poaching units .

Activities :
Five groups, each consisting of 5 persons locally employed, will be formed as an anti-poachin g
unit to combat rhino poaching and will be supported by number of informants . Motorbikes, radi o
communications equipment and field kits for 25 staff will be purchased . Surveillance for th e
rhinoceros will be increased by regular and rigorous patrolling .

Output: Achieve secure populations of rhinoceros within the national parks.
BUDGET SUMMARY SHEE T

Item Yr 1 Yr 2 Yr 3 Yr 4 Yr 5
Staff

Patrolling Group 5 (1 :4)
(3 + 2); Informants
10(7+3) *

21,000 21,000 25,200 25,200 29,400

Equipment
Field kits
Tent (6) 1,500
Sleeping bags & mats
(30)

1,500

Uniform/boots/rain gears 2,500 2,000 2,700 2,800 3,300
Non expendable :

Motorbikes (3) 3,000 1,600
Bicycles (10) 300 400
Rubber Boot (2) 5,000 5,500
Binoculars (8) 500 600
Walkie-Talkie(7) 21,000

Total Non expendable 35,300 10,100
Recurrent

Fuel/lubricant/ mainte-
nance

1,000 1,200 1,500 2,000 2,000

Miscellaneou s
First aid and other ex-
penses

1,000 1,000 1,200 1,200 1,500

Totals 58,300 33,300 30,600 31,200 36,200
Grand total : US$ 189,600

* Rs 2500/p/m for 1st 2 yrs, Rs 3000/p/m for 3rd & 4th yr Rs 3500/p/m for 5th yr
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